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From the author of Summer at Hideaway Key comes a sweeping new Southern women’s fiction novel
about forgiving the past one letter at a time...
 
The truth lies between the lines...
 
A year ago, Dovie Larkin’s life was shattered when her fiancé committed suicide just weeks before their
wedding. Now, plagued by guilt, she has become a fixture at the cemetery where William is buried, visiting
his grave daily, waiting for answers she knows will never come.
 
Then one day, she sees an old woman whose grief mirrors her own. Fascinated, she watches the woman
leave a letter on a nearby grave. Dovie ignores her conscience and reads the letter—a mother’s plea for
forgiveness to her dead daughter—and immediately needs to know the rest of the story.
 
As she delves deeper, a collection of letters from the cemetery’s lost and found  begins to unravel a decades-
old mystery involving one of Charleston’s wealthiest families. But even as Dovie seeks to answer questions
about another woman’s past—questions filled with deception, betrayal, and heartbreaking loss—she starts to
discover the keys to love, forgiveness, and finally embracing the future…

From the Trade Paperback edition.
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From reader reviews:

David Robinson:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also be a life style. This reading routine give
you lot of advantages. Advantages you got of course the knowledge even the information inside the book
which improve your knowledge and information. The information you get based on what kind of publication
you read, if you want have more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want truly
feel happy read one using theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. The particular Love, Alice is kind
of book which is giving the reader unstable experience.

Jay Blanchard:

This Love, Alice are reliable for you who want to certainly be a successful person, why. The reason of this
Love, Alice can be one of several great books you must have is definitely giving you more than just simple
examining food but feed you actually with information that might be will shock your before knowledge. This
book will be handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions in the e-book and
printed kinds. Beside that this Love, Alice forcing you to have an enormous of experience for example rich
vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day task. So , let's have it
and luxuriate in reading.

Irma Huges:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their leisure time with their family, or
their very own friends. Usually they carrying out activity like watching television, planning to beach, or
picnic within the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to something
different to fill your personal free time/ holiday? Could possibly be reading a book could be option to fill
your totally free time/ holiday. The first thing that you ask may be what kinds of book that you should read.
If you want to consider look for book, may be the reserve untitled Love, Alice can be very good book to
read. May be it may be best activity to you.

Mildred Brummett:

Do you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Try and
pick one book that you never know the inside because don't judge book by its cover may doesn't work at this
point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as in the outside
look likes. Maybe you answer can be Love, Alice why because the fantastic cover that make you consider
regarding the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the outside or
perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.
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